4-H Clothing Project Cost Analysis
Bring to Project Judging

Brand of Pattern: ___________________________ Cost: $____________

Fabric: # of yards _____ X $ ________ Cost: $____________
- Fun with Clothes – list the cost of the t-shirt/garment

Notions: List items (zipper, buttons, thread, appliqué, interfacing, wonder under etc)

_________________________________________________ Cost: $____________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

• Thread: estimate the cost of the amount of thread used

TOTAL COST $ ______________

ACCESSORIES: The cost of your project above should not include accessories: Please list your accessories below and if there was a cost or if you already had the item.

1. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________
2. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________
3. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________
4. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________
5. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________
6. ____________________________________________ Cost: __________